
The U.S. antarctic program, 1973-1974
austral summer

From September 2, 1973, when arriving planes
broke the winter's isolation for McMurdo Station's
residents, to April 12, 1974, when the last ship of the
summer left Palmer Station, researchers carried out
projects in biology and biomedicine, upper atmos-
pheric sciences, geology, glaciology, meteorology, and
oceanography. Most of the work was done at the four
permanent U.S. stations: McMurdo, Palmer, Siple,
and Amundsen-Scott South Pole. Other projects took
place at field locations in Marie Byrd Land, in the
Pensacola Mountains, along the Antarctic Peninsula,
on the South Shetland Islands, and in southern Vic-
toria Land.

In xchanges with foreign stations, two U.S. geolo-
gists vorked at Casey (Australia) and an Australian
geophysicist worked at South Pole. Argentine and
Brazilan biologists carried out research at Palmer
and aboard the U.S. research vessel Hero. A Soviet
metea-ologist finished up a year at McMurdo during
the simmer and his replacement, a geologist, arrived.
A U.S. geophysicist began a year's residence at Vostok
(U.S.S.R.).

Researchers and logistics support personnel have
gener)usly prepared preliminary reports on their
1973-1974 work. The reports presented in this issue
of Ar.tarctic Journal give a virtually complete sum-
mary of U.S. antarctic activities during the past
sumrrier.1

Much of the season's science activities were done
under two large, multiyear programs: the Ross Ice
Shelf Project and the Dry Valley Drilling Project.
Activities of both programs are reported in sections of
this issue. These projects, involving researchers of
several institutions and nations, permit technological
tasks ithat otherwise would be impractical.

Tehno1ogica1 and logistical accomplishments, in
fact, were a large part of the season's work. All
three of the new LC-130 airplanes provided for the
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program were delivered, two of them ahead of sched-
ule. Their arrival permitted speedy delivery of build-
ing materials to the new station at the South Pole.
Construction there was nearly finished by season's
end and the new station will be opened next season.
The new South Pole Station will be operated by a
civilian contractor instead of the U.S. Navy, operator
of the old South Pole Station that has been continu-
ously maintained since just before the International
Geophysical Year (1957-1958). Palmer and Siple sta-
tions also are operated by a civilian contractor. These
changes in operation permit the Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, to give full attention to its primary role
of providing air and sea transport for the program.

Closer to home, agreement was reached with
Argentina for the shared use of Eltanin, a U.S.
antarctic ship that was idled by a budget cut in
December 1972. The Argentine navy operates the
ship, with the U.S. contributing toward the costs, and
has renamed the vessel Islas Orcadas. The two coun-
tries will share science berths and scientific objectives;
the first cruise begins later this year.

The heart of the U.S. antarctic program, of course,
is the advancement of scientific knowledge made by
the investigators whose reports appear below. These
reports, written soon after the researchers returned
from the field, are intended as preliminary accounts.
Final scientific results are likely to appear in standard
scientific journals.

'Other austral summer 1973-1974 research included a
project to model freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems at Lake
Bonney, Taylor Valley (Dr. Bruce C. Parker, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, principal investigator
under National Science Foundation grant Gv-35 171.1), and
a project on the status and population dynamics of antarctic
seals (Dr. Albert W. Erickson, University of Idaho, principal
investigator under National Science Foundation grant GV-
39829X).
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